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HF Planners, LLC Has Won a BUILD Architecture Award 
 

 

(Branchburg, NJ, July 15, 2022) HF Planners, LLC is proud to announce that we have won a BUILD 
Architecture Award for Best Work Environment Planning & Design Firm for the Northeast, USA. 
 
Each year, BUILD Magazine hosts the BUILD Architecture Awards, recognizing talented firms in the 
industry for their accomplishments and our design for Acres Land Title Agency in Ocean County, NJ has 
been recognized. The company had expanded its lease of a first-floor office space into a full-building 
purchase and looked to HF Planners, LLC to transform their space from ideation to completion. As a 
result, their southern NJ headquarters reflects the high-end clientele they serve while providing their 
employees with a bright cohesive space. 
 
Caroline Shelly, Principal and founder of HF Planners, LLC shared, “We are extremely proud to be 
awarded the Best Work Environment Planning & Design Firm for Northeast, USA. We created a cohesive 
space out of two office suites which embraced our client’s vision to attract high-end clientele. Our 
talented team on the project was led by Casey Murphy with support of junior designer, Ellen Shelly.” 
 
About HF Planners, LLC: For over 20 years, HF Planners, LLC has served leading organizations as a 
trusted expert in optimizing their facilities. Recent projects included designing 30,000 sqft. of office 
space, coordinating moves and changes for a 400-person relocation, incorporating new branding within 
a space, and creating collaboration areas. Utilizing our expertly-honed and proven processes for 
planning and managing workspaces, we are able to save our clients time and money, alleviate risk, 
maximize their return on investment, and make a positive impact on their corporate culture.  
 
For more information, visit: www.hfplanners.com 
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